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Abstract— Distributed denial of service attack is a major threat to the internet distributed systems it may cause a system to lose control 

for a particular amount of time or even make a system shutdown permanently. To avoid this the attack must be detected and mitigated 

before its effect is felt by the victim. To achieve this a method called as entropy based detection method is used to reduce the high rate 

traffic attack. Here the larger datas will be split into different window sizes based on the size of the data.  As the requests are 

continuously received at the same time in the low rate attack the buffer queue will be filled and will not be able to handle the requests to 

rectify this problem the memory block for every user will be allocated based on user’s request.  Instead of allocating predefined buffer 

value this could be a better way to avoid the low rate attack. This could avoid the attack before it makes the victim or the server fell its 

immense effect. DDoS attack will paralyze the router to inject heavy traffic in the system. So the threshold value must be maintained to 

differentiate the normal traffic value and the abnormal traffic value. This method could be more useful for security sensitive data like 

military, medical etc. And can avoid crashes of the system due to the heavy data and abnormal traffic in the systems. 
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